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INTRODUCTION 

The report of the Commissioner of Education 

shows that of the total number of students enrolled in 

the public high schools throughout the United States 

for the school year 1918-15, 41$ were Freshmen, 87$ 
0 wc. he 

where Soph/iores , 18,6% wroo Juniors, and 13.4 were 

seniors . In other words, there were three times as 

many students in the first year of the high school as 

there were in the fourth. It is apparent that at least 

six out of every ten who enter high school fail to com

plete the course. 

The following taken from the Commissioner's re

port affords food for thought. 

Entering No, Pupils 4th Yr. Later No. Graduates. Per Cent 
year 
1906-07 310,684 1909-10 185778 40.4 

1907-08 560,035 1910-11 136,448 37.9 

1908-09 393,860 1911-18 155,656 39.5 

1909-10 438,880 1918-13- 167,117 38.8 

A study by J. J. Dynes in Iowa City, in 1909 

shows that 51$ of the girls and 55$ of the boys who en

tered high school in Iowa City during the eleven years, 

1897-1908 were eliminated for graduation. The records 

of a single class in Anoka, Minn., compiled by F. E. Lur-

ton, show a higher mortality. Mr. Lurton points out 

that the Anok^ high school is a good one, offering wide 
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freedom in selection of courses and that the sentiment 

in favor of a high school"education is strong in the 

community, yet he finds that 74.1$ of the girls and 

78.1$ of the hoys were eliminated before graduation. 

Ho less startling are the results of the in-

vestigation made by Joseph K. D̂enburg in the high 
c 

schools of Hew York City. He finds that of 5,306 boys 

and girls who entered high school September 1902, only 

1,072, or 20.2$ were to be found in the senior class 

at the beginning of the last semester of the school 

year four years later. The other 79,8% were either 

eliminated or retarded. And as the number retarded in 

that particular class should by the law of probability 

- be approximately equaled by the number retarded in the 

preceding class, retardation,, in itself would^count for 

but a very small percent of the loss. Further, as 

several studies have shown that from 20$ to 50$ of 

those constituting the senior class at the beginning 

of the last semester of the senior year fail of gradu

ation, this 20f^ left of the Hew York seniors would 

no doubt dwindle to 14$ or 15$ by Commencement Hay. 

With statistics in general for the country 

as a vrtiole pointing to an elimination of something 

near 80$, and 'with all special investigations showing 

a 
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a comparatively small variation from-the median, it 

would seem-a not illogical thing to continue the in

vestigation in the hope of discovering some of the 

causes that contribute to this situation. Mr. Dynes, 

in the Iowa City investigation, sought to show a rela

tionship between elimination and retardation. Mr. 

Lurton, in his study of the Anoka class noted the 

same thing. Such a relationship certainly exists. 

These investigators show to what extent it was pres

ent in the localities studied by them. 

But all agree that the investigation should 

go further. We should know why this retardation oc

curs - why pupils are unable to make, or do not make, 

passing grades. Dr. Van Denb^rg made a -v-cry great 

contribution to this latter field in his study of con

ditions in New York. But the causes that operate in 

Hew York may not be the same as those that contribute 

to elimination in Kansas. With the above mentioned 

facts in mind this investigation was undertaken. 

Scope of the Investigation: As an intensive study of 

each case such as it was desired to make would not per

mit of more than a limited number of cases being under

taken in one year's time, it was decided that the study 

should be confined to members of one sex. 
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And as the investigator felt that he might "be able 

to do more successful work in dealing with the cases 

of "boys than with those of girls, and as elimination 

seemed to he greater among hoys the investigation was 

made a study of nanaes into tho r^j?ess contrlbufct-

ing to the elimination of hoys from high school. 

The scope of study in each individual case 

is indicated in chapter I,under the heading of Method 

of the Investigation. The school records of one hun

dred twenty hoys were obtained, and are used in all 

tables involving such information as was oontained *n 

Information Blank Bo. 1. Personal acquaintance 

with the hoy, his home environment, etc..as shown in 

Blank No. 2, was secured in one hundred of the one 

hundred twenty cases. 

The Field of the Investigation: This field, geog

raphically speaking, includes five different Kansas 

cities or communities, Topeka, Lawrence, Ottawa, 

Baldwin and Osborne. One of these is a city of 

50,000 population, one of 14,000, one of 9,000, one 
/ 1 > 

of 2,000 and one of 1,600. Four of these are in the 

eastern and east-central part of the state. The fifth 

is located a little to the north and west of the state's 

center. In all of them the school spirit is considered 

to he unusually strong. In fact they are school centers. 
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Answers to any question^ as to the practical value of 

a high school education or the extent to uliich it is 

essential are hound to he shaded in this investigation 

by a community sentiment in favor of such education. 

The Purpose of this Investigation: The purpose of this 

investigation is not to show the extent to which elimi

nation of hoys from high school occurs in Kansas. It 

does not deal with percentages of elimination in all 

the schools taken together or in any of the respective 

schools studied. It deals merely with the causes and 

conditijoiLs operating to -produce elimination of hoys 

from the high schools of Kansas. Nor does it claim 

to have reduced this to the contents of a nutshell, 

and- to state in one or two sentences the exact cause 

of elimination. It merely attempts to 3how in tabula

ted form some of the main causes operating, the fre

quency of their occurence,, and the general conditions 

that seem to contribute to elimination. It is a be-

gining in the study of the subject. 
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Part I 

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC FACTORS 

Chapter I 

Method of the Investigation 

Realizing the futility of the questionaire 

method in an attempt to go "below the surface and get 

an insight into the real underlying causes of either 

elimination itself or of retardation as a contribut

ing factor, the following plan was adopted and followed: 

1st. Obtain from the school records the data shown on 

Information Blank No. 1 (see End page following.) 

End. Visit the home, note the conditions, talk with 

the parents, analyze the situation as fully as possi

ble. 

3rd. Have a personal interview with the boy. Secure 

his confidence. Talk over with him his school life 

and other interests. 

4th. At close of this interview fill out with the 

assistance of the boy, Blank No. E. 

5th. Talk with principal and teachers concerning the 

boy's school history. Note points of information. In

terview employer wherever possible for information as 

t& character of the boy's work outside of school. 
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6th. Take advantage of any opportunity to get light on . 

the case from the "boy's associates. 

7th. From all information secured and from personal study 

of the case, check, according to own "best judgement, the 

proper classification headings of the Classification sheet, 

blank Ho. 3, and add to , or amend "blank Ho. 2 wherever 

apparently justified in making such addition or amendment. 

8th. Tabulate the data. 
i 

9th Calculate the correlationsj summarize results. 

From the .above it is evident that eagsh case called 

for a large amount of work, and that when through, the in

vestigator should have a tolerably close acquaintance with 

all phases of the case and with the boy and his environ

ment . 

Complete information on any case covers more than 

one hundred points. Most of it is carefully counterchecked. 

All of the investigation was made by the one investigator. 

A considerable amount of information not provided for in 

the blah& was obtained and used. 

All cases studied were those of boys who dropp/ 

ed out of school within a year previous to the time inter

viewed. There was no special selection of cases. With 

the list secured at the high school the investigator 
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started out in each city or community to visit the homes 

and interview as many hoys as could he found in the time 

at his disposal. Fully one-half an hour was needed for 

a satisfactory interview with the hoy. 
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Blank No.I 

Individual Record Obtained Prom The High School 

Name Age Class .. . 

High School Date Entered Left 

Reason for leaving 

Attendance 
1st Yr 2nd Yr 3d Yr 4th Yr 

1st Sera. 

2nd Sem. 

Reason for any period of absence 

Record of High School TTork 
Subject. Yr. Grade. Credit. Sex of Teach. Remarks 

( On the blanks used space was provided for eight or more 

half year's work ) 
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Blank No.II. 

Information obtained through personal interview 

and study of the case. 

Name .Age .... High Schoo 1 Class 

Reasons For Leaving High School 

1 Poor health 

2 Eye strain 

3 Sickness in the family 

4 Death in the family 

5 Ecomomic necessity 

6 Desire to have spending money 

7 Unusual opportunity to get a job 

8 To take advantage of a rare opportunity to learn a 
trade or business. 

9 Impatience to get into industrial world,-make money. 

10 Lost interest in high school work 

11 Interest in 

12 Difficulty in doing high school work in general 

13 Difficulty in some particular subject or phase of work 
\ 

14 Lack of individual assistance from teachers. 

15 Wot enough practical value in the high school course 

16 High school course does not prepare for chosen occupa
tion. 

17 High school course not essential in occupation chosen 

18 Left to attend special school 
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(Reasons For Leaving School. Continued. ) 

19 Left school to go to work 

What work ? 'age s ? 

20 Completed that part of the high school course desired 

21 Not going to enter college 

Why not ? . 

22 General dislike for school work 

23 Dislike for certain phase of school work 

24 Discipline 

25 Any special reason 

( In each case check those of above reasons applying) 

Occupation of father or guardian 

Occupation of older brothers. ' 

Occupation the boy hopes to follow 

Reasons for his choice........ 

Influence of high school in directing choice 

Subject most liked in high school.. ..Why ? 

Required subject especially disliked Why ? 

Subjects wanted but not able to get 

Why desired?. .. Preference as to men or women teach-

Information Concerning The Boy 

Parents living ? Family united.. 

Boy at home ? No. children in the family 

Of mother Nationality of father 

ers ? 
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Participation in high school activities: 

Athletics 

Debate . 

Literary work . . . 

Musical 

Other activities 

Nature and extent of reading . 

Outside work 

Amusements . .. . . 

Use of Tobacco ... 

Occupation since leaving school 

Degree of success 

Any special information 
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Blank No.III. 

Classification Sheet 

Boy's ability to grasp abstract ideas ? 

Is he notably defective in any way ? 

Not considering school work alone, would he be considered 

brilliant ? industrious ? moral ? cooperative ? 

mediocre ? fair worker ? unmoral ? individualistic ? 

dull ? laggard ? immoral ? peculiar ? 

( Check proper terms in the four columns above.) 

Class ification of Family. 

Social 

Prominent 

Middle Class 

Below middle class 

Fconomic 

"fell to do 

Moderate circumstances 

Poor 

Home Life 

Family united and boy at home 

Family united but boy away from home 

Father's occupation takes him away from home 

Family broken up parents divorced ,- parents dead. 

Father dead 

Mother dead 
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Chapter'II. 

SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION OF BOYS 

ELIMINATED FROM HIGH SCHOOL 

With a view to discovering whether dropping out 

of school occur^s more frequently among the hoys of one 

social or economic class than among hoys of another-,— 

attempt at classification wasfattemptej). A distribution 

within three classes was not difficult. The social and 

the economical classifications were kept separate. 

Table No. 1. 

Social Classification of Families. 

Boys of families socially prominent .... 13 
Boys of families belonging to middle class socially.70 
Boys of families below middle class socially 17 

Total • 100 

In table 1, socially prominent refer to those 

families foremost in social and public life of the com

munity. The term middle class probably needs no explan

ation. Below middle class is a classification designa

ting those families which through their poverty, degen

eracy, or non-social qualities are little considered in 

the social life of the community, and might be expected 

to be least affected by a community sentiment for educa

tion. 
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The table shows that it is not the boys of any 

one or even any two social classes who drop out of high 

school The distribution seems to be not out of propor

tion to the number of families constituting the respec

tive classes in the average community. However, the 

fact that the third class makes practically as good a 

showing in proportion to its numerical representation as 

does either of the others is probably attributable, in 

part, to the fact that a smaller proportion of this class 

enters high school. 

In table £ an economic distribution is shown, 
if v 

The terrn^ Well to do^. is used to designate those families 

in which the economic future of the children is assured 

to a great extent, and there is no excuse for the boy's 

staying out of school Vn>,vr to accept a position, help 

carry on the father's business, or •even- to obtain spend

ing money. Families of moderate circumstances refers to 
A /i 

families in which the boy might feel that he should take 

advantage of an unusual opportunity to earn money, not to 

support other members of the family, but to earn his own 

money, be independent, and have the money to spend as he 

pleases. 

The term Poor is restricted to those families 

where there is not always an income sufficient to'pro*-

vide for the ordinary comforts of the home and allow the 
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"boy to remain in school. 

Table No. 3. 

Economic Classification of families 

Boys of families that are well to do . .. 35 

Boys of families that are in moderate circumstances.. 43 

Boys of families that are classed as poor 33 

Perhaps the surprising thing shown in this table 

is the number of boys of well to do families who drop out 

of school. Four of the twenty-five boys of this class 

entered academies. 

Table No. 3 

Races and Nationalities of Boys Eliminated 

Boys of American parentage 74 

Boys of German-American parentage 8 

Boys of German parentage 5. 

Boys of English-American parentage. 3. 

Boys of Scotch-Irish-American parentage 3, 

Boys of Swiss parentage 1 

Boys of English parentage.. 1 

Colored boys (any Negro blood) 9 

Total 100 
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In classifying a family as American two things 

were considered: 1st., that the grandparents of the hoy 

he horn in the United States, 3nd., that the family ap

pear to he well Americanized. Even on that basis, it 

appears that 74 per cent of the hoys whose cases were 

studied came from American families. Whether the dis

tribution is in proportion to the distribution of natio

nalities and races in the communities studied or not, 

the investigator has not yet been able to ascertain. 

It is evident, however, that the high school, though a 

strictly American institution, is not patronized to a 

greater extent by the strictly American boy than by the 

boys of other nationalities and races residing in the 

community. 

Size of Families from which the Boys come: It was 

thought the size of family from which the boy came 

might affect his chances of staying in the high schoolj 

that the boys of large families, especially if they hap

pened to be among the older children of the family, might 

oftener find it necessary to drop out for economic rea

sons. The following table shows the result of the in

vestigation along that line. 

Table No. 4 

Size of Family 
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No. of Children 
£n family 

Frequency of cases 

1 child 

2 children 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

Total 

11 cases 

14 

19 

27 

15 

5 

6 

2 

2 

100 

/ «  

From table- 4, it appears that^.11$ of the cases 

investigated the boy in question was an only child, that 

in 44^ of the cases there were not more than three chil

dren in the family, and in .70% of the cases there were 

not more than four children. More boys came from fami

lies of four than from families of any other size. 

Table No. 5 

The Boy and the Home: In the 100 cases investigated, 

the situation as regards the home was found to be as 

follows: 
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No. cases 

Boy at home and family united 54 

Boy at home but father dead 16 

Boy at home hut mother dead 3 

Boy away from home 8 

Father's occupation takes him away from home 10 

Parents divorced 5 

Both parents dead 4 

Total 100 

It is evident that among hoys eliminated from 

high school, the proportion of those deprived of the 

care of one or hoth parents is large,- heing 45# of 

the total number of hoys eliminated. 

Use of Tobacco: An attempt was made to discover how 

many of the hoys interviewed were users of tobacco. 

Only those hoys were counted as users who stated it .to 

he a fact that they were users, or whom it was unnec

essary to ask concerning that matter,-the fact heing 

apparent to the investigator. 

The tabulation may err .on the side of not show

ing a percentage of users as high as that which would 

report the actual situation. 
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Tobacco in any form 61 cases , 51$ boys interviewed 

Cigarettes 50;: " 50$ " 

Tobacco in no form whatever,39 " 39$ " 

Occupational Classification of Families from which the Boys 

C ame , 
Table 6 

Occupation of No. Cases 

Parent or Guardian 

Farmer E6 

Business man 33 

Artisan 18 

Laborer. 15 

Business employee 9 

Professional man 9 

In table 6 under the classification farmer are 

included those retired farmers, who, though having moved 

to town, still own their farms and derive the family in

come from them. The term artisan includes carpenters, 

masons, plasterers, blacksmiths, wheelrights, mechanics, 

painters, shopmen, etc. By business employee is meant 

salaried employee such as salesman, clerk, certain class

es of railway employees, etc. 

It was felt that it would be desirhble to 
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ascertain what proportion of population in the commu

nities studied is comprised in each occupational class, 

or at least to know just what proportion of the boys en

rolled in the high schools came from each class and to 

calculate the percentage of eliminations taking each 

class separately; but this entailed extra work that 

could not be done at the time. It is data that someone 

else may find interesting to work out later. 

^ ^jsrever^ the percentage of farmers' spus-^eBms 

hi<fh, considerlhg^fche fact that^aliHaut thirteen of the 

entire one hundred cass-s^Vtudled, and including twenty 

of the cases^-ef farmerf s boys ŵho we*^ eliminated from 
r 

^the Jjir^h schools of. Topeka, Lawrence, and 0 ¥ a. 

*26/? 

xJL 

f^/r -*•*/<,  ̂
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Chapter III 

PRESENT OCCUPATIONS AND EARNINGS 

Peeling that data regarding the occupations of 

the "boys who left school last year might "be of interest 

either as shedding some light on their selection of life 

occupation, or as indicating their evaluation of a high 

school course 7;hen they made the selection "between it and 

the jobs they took, or, as a mere matter of record of 

what becomes of the high school boy who drop/s out, or, 

in general to see if we can discover in his present life 

and occupation the reason or reasons for his giving up 

the life and work of the high school, a careful inquiry 

was made into the present occupation of all the boys, 

the circumstances that lead to that occupation, and the 

remuneration attached. The tabulation of this data 

appears in table 7 which also shows the occupational 

groups to which the boys1 parents belong. 

TiiMfl"! 7 uIn.' H j Lliut 61 Ulv high oohobl-

tooyo- wao a- transfer, t.rr sTiir^-rrhl-H" r V-iml nf mOwsnl "-iri—nrTr 

•e&se— 

t 
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In other Schools 4 

On Farms 15 

Learning trade or 3 
"business 
In Civil Service 

Office Boy 

Messenger Boy 

Delivery Boy 

Grocers Slerk 1 

At Soda Fountain 

In Suitat$rium 

At Bowling Alley 

Common Laborer 1 

At Odd Jobs 1 

Idle 3 

Totals 36 

11J 

1 

3 

5 

33 

3 

3 

3 

5 

3 

1 

1 

1 

1 

18 

1 

1 

1 

3 

1 

1 

3 

15 

15 

19 

-i6 

3 

(D 

1 

8 

6 

4 

3 

3 

5 

6 

' 11 

100 

Table No. ? 

Present Occupations 
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15% of the sons of farmers 

21$ of the sons of "business men 

11% " artisans 

?$ " laborers 

11$ " "business employees 

22$ " professional men 

The fifteen schools to which transfers occured 

were; 

Agricultural College..... 1 

Business College . 5 

Academies 6 

Special Schools 3 

In twelve of the fifteen cases of transfer to other 

schools it seemed to the investigator that the step was 

taken with a definite idea of bettering opportunities 

to get the kind of education desired. In the other 

three the change was due to a combination of circumstan

ces in which no definite or previously determined plan 

appeared. In all of the cases the change involved an 

expenditure of money for tuition and other expenses. 

Leaving out of the calculation the nii&een boys 'y 
* k 

shown to be on the farm and whose distribution as to 

those really preparing for a life work in agricultural 
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pursuits and those merely marking time will not he 

attempted at this point, the table shows that not more 

than 18 or £0 of the 60 other hoys who are not in schools 

of some kind are engaged in occupations that would he 

considered as more than temporary employments. In fact 

most of them stated that it was only "a job for the pres

ent ." 

It may he noted that 15 of the £6 sons of far

mers and retired farmers, or 57.7^ of the number, have 

remained on the farm for the greater part of a year af

ter leaving school. Elsewhere in this report appears a 

statement of the expectations of all the hoys as to life 

occupations. 

Eone of the 18 sons of business employees and 

professional men, and almost none of the/jbusiness men, 

were found doing any kind of farm work, lew of the far

mer's sons were engaged in any work other than farm work. 

Of the sons of business men the majority were either 

learning a business or were idle. The fact that hoys 

of different occupational groups enter different occupa

tions on leaving school might perhaps suggest to the 

thoughtful educator the need^ for different kinds of 

education for these hoys. 
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^Earnings: Forty-six of the 100 hoys, when interviewed, 

were working or had "been working more or less regular

ly since leaving high school, for a fixed money compen

sation ranging from $4 to $15. per week. The following 

is a summary of their earnings: 
^ie/v 

Average wage^for 46 hoys when working $7.40 

Total estimated earnings of the 46 hoys for six 
/flvrvCtkA 
-&a& previous to time of the interview 6570.00 

Average total earnings for each of the 46 hoys 

six months 142.82 

Average income per week during the entire 6 mos. 5.50 

(Very prohahly these figures are ;a=±±=t££e high 

owing to natural desire of the hoys to make a good showing 

Of the 100 hoys, 25 had heen working regularly 

and 20 more or less regularly at some sort of job while 

in school. The average time worked, as reported hy the 

hoys and their families, was 23.6 hours per week. The 

average income was approximately $3.50 a week when 

working, according to their statements. In many cases 

the hoy/ retained the same joh with no increase in pay 

after quit school. 
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Chapter IV. 

OCCUPATIONS THE BOYS HOPE TO FOLLOW. 
# 

Tahle 8 grouping the hoys according to occupa

tional classification of parent or guardian as tahle 7 

does, shows the occupations which the members of these 

groups hope to enter for life work. 

Tahle 8 

Occupation 
chosen 

d CO 
• i CO CO CO 0 CO 0 

CO CO d U a CO 0 
o 0 d aS 0 0 

<D d e CO u • d o « £3 •H £j o •H I—1 

d d CO | P O i CO Pi o d1 s4 cd d 1 d a 
w PR PQ < P PH FQ P3 

i—I 
(A 
-e o 
EH 

Parmer 13 A 3 20 
Horticulturist 1 1 
Mechanist 2 1 3 
Civ. Eng. 2 2 
Electric 1 2 3 
Architect 1 1 
Letter.and 
Designer 1 2 
Draftsman 1 1 3 
Printer or 
Newspaper man 1 1 
Pharmacy 1 1 2 
Med. and Surg. 1 1 1 3 
Law 1 1 
Business 9 2 1 12 
Civ. Service 1 1 
Naval Service. 1 1 
Office work • 3' 1 ' 2 1 7 
Writer 1 1 
Undecided 6 8 8 5 3 7 37 

Totals 36 23 18 15 9 9 100 
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It will "be noted that in the cases of at least 

nine of the hoys, a high school education or its equival

ent is a prerequisite to professional preparation for the 

occupation chosen. But it will he remembered that nine of 

the hoys who left the public high school, of the 100 hoys 

studied, are in attendance at academies or similar insti

tutions this year. Several others fully expect or at 

least hope to resume their education. 

Twenty hoys expect to make farming a life occu

pation, and none of these twenty consider the courses now 

offered in their high schools as necessary or as prepar

ing for successful farming. The same answer was given by 

the majority of hoys who expect to engage in business. 

Several of them are already taking active part in business 

with their fathers. 

The list of 3? undecided might suggest the ques

tion of desirability of introducing vocational courses in 

the high schools. 

Reasons for Choice in Selecting Occupations: 

Feeling that data on the reasons why the hoys 

chose those particular occupations as ones into which 

they wish to enter for a life work might he of interest 

to the student of hoys, a question covering that p&int 

was incorporated in the personal interview with the hoy. 
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Answers were substantially as follows: 

Farmer 

(1) Raised on farm--familiar with farm work;not 

acquainted with any other work 

(2) Out door life; dislike for confinement.... 

(3) Independent life 

(4) Like farm work best 

(5) Like to raise stock 

(6) Success of father and older brothers 

??) A good living; good place to live 

Total 

n0.̂  

Machinist 
(1) Good pay 1 
(2) Like machinery..... 1 
(3) Natural lik^ing and 

job in shop 1 

Horticulturist 
(1) Father's occupation 

and preference .. . 

Total 

. .5 

2 

3 

3 

2 

3 

2 

20 
fio<> 

i 

i 

Total 3 

Civil Engineer 
(1) Example older brotherl 
(2) Example cousin 1 

Total 

Electrician 
(1) Like the work 1 
(2) Like pay and work 1 
(3) Natural liking and 

study phijs. and chm. 1 

Architect 
(1) Got idea thrtf course in 

Mech. Erg. and Math.Thinks 
it nice work and good pay 1 

# 

Total 1 

Decorator and Designer 
(1) Drawing course in high 

school helped to develop 
a natural tendency.... 
Total 

Printer 
(1) Like that work;learning 

the trade as apprentice. 
Total ...... 

Draftsman 
(1) Father in shop gave the 

idea. Developed in 
Mech. Dwg 1 
Total 1 Pharmacy 

(1) Interested thrtr students 
(1) Working in drug store... 
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Medicine and Surgery No, of cases this 
answer given 

(1) father a Physician and surgeon, 
wants "boy to take up his practice in few years...,.1 

(£) Believe could do well in it and would like it 1 

(3) Opportunity to rise in that profession 1 

Total 3 

Law. 

(1) father has real estate and law office. Boy thinks 
he would like the legal profession 1 

Total 1 

Business. 

(1) The best way to make money 1 

(2) Good opportunity to go in with father 2 

(3) Mechanically inclined>.also.likes to buy and sell. 
Hope to get into Auto and Cycle business.. 2 

(4) Learning a business no?/. Hopes to establish 
business of his own 1 

(5) Working in store now. Business appeals 1 

Total.. 13 

Givil Service 

(1) Good pay. Nice work 1 

Total 1 

(1) Naval Service 

(1) Opportunity for travel and 
advancement 1 

Total 1 
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Office Work. 

(1) Like office work. Good pay in Ry. offices . .. 3 

(3) Opportunity to go to work in certain real 

estate office with, chance to learn the real 

estate business....... . .... -1 

(3) Briefer time required for preparation. Over age 

in high school,. Impatient to be at earning occupation. . 1 

(4) Dislike for present farm work. Clan prepare for 

office work in short time , earn good money... 1 

(5) Not as hard as farm work... 1 

(6) Opportunity for young man to earn money without 

further loss of time. Had high school cmc'-l 

course ....... . . 1 

Total ? 

Story Writer: 

Liked High School English. Would like to travel and 

write accounts of travels. Belief in ability to make 

good in that field after more training. Father was 

minister and extensive traveler. 1 

Total 1 
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Influence of High School in Directing Choice: 

Eighty-five of the one hundred "boys thought the 
a 

high school had had no direct influence in directing 

their choice of life occupation. However, it will 

appear in other parts of this report that a very large 

percentage of these hoys were not in high school long 

enough to he greatly influenced hy it. Hine of the one 

hundred hoys stated that their choices had heen made 

largely as a result of interest in certain high school 

courses. The courses named are as follows: _ 

51) Drawing, especially, Mech. I)Wg. 

Lettering and Designing. .1 

Architect 1 

Decorator and Designer 1 

(3) Course in Business Ethics 

Bussiness. 1 

(3) Mech. Dwg., Physics and Math. 

Mechanical Engineer or Mechanic 3 

(4) Physics and Chemistry. 

Electrician 1 

(5) Commercial Course. 

Office Work 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 ?. 2 2 s. s s ? 2 s s2. .. .. , . . . 1 

(6) Courses in English, plus natural desire. 

Story Writer.. 1 

Total 9 
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No "boy interviewed stated that he had had any 

sort of course in vocational guidance. Even in the cases 

where hoys thought choice had heen affected "by high school 

courses the majority state.d that they had never talked 

with teachers or principal regarding selection of an occu

pation . 



PART II 

CHOOL RECORD 
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Part II 

SCHOOL RECORDS 

Chapter I 

Age, Attendance ,and Classification 

In part two of this report the school rec

ords of the group of boys studied are exhibited with some 

explanations, deductions, and summaries. The reader who 

is interested will draw a number of conclusions not spe

cifically stated by the writer. 

While the tables of part one deal with the 

cases of 100 boys, those of part twro deal with the record 

of 121 boys. This.is due to the fact that personal in

terviews were secured with only 100, while the complete—^ 

school records of 121 were obtained and^ar^"""aTvailable for 

use. 

Table 9, beginning on the following page 

and running throughout several succeeding pages gives, 

therefore, the data concerning the age, attendance, and 

classification of 121 boys who dropped out of the five 



high schools within a year previous to this investigation 

The table is arranged in numerical sequence accord

ing to the alphabetical order of the names as compiled 

when the field investigation had been completed.. 

Table No.9 

Age, At tendance 9 Credits, and Classification • 

Case Age. Stay. 
Sens .T3 rks 

Char, of Creds. 
. Attendance. 

Classifi 
cation. 

1 16 4 Reg. ' exq.last s 11 Soph 1 

2 19 10 8 Reg 4 yrs 15i Jr -i 

3 21 4 9 Reg- 14 Jr -2 

4 17 7 6 Reg 2 yrs 20 Jr 14 

5 18 5 Irreg 9i So il-J-

6 16 2 . 9 Reg 1 sem 3 Pi' 

7 16 1 Reg 3 Pr • 

8 17 • 4 Reg 7 Pr 

9 18 1 Reg 3 Pr 

10 17 3 Irreg 4 Pr 

11 18 3 6 Irreg 2 Fr 

12 17 1 8 Reg 3t .Pr 

13 15 0 8 Reg 0 Pr 

14 19 5 Reg 20 Jr 14 

15 17 2 12 Reg 6 s Pr 

16 16 1 6 Reg 4 Pr 



Case. Age . Stay. 
Sems .Fks. 

Character of 
Attendance. 

Creds. Classif: 
cation 

17 19 1 8 Reg 2 Fr 

18 16 0 8 Irreg 0 Fr 

19 15 0 13 Reg. 0 Fr 

20 16 2 5 Irreg 5 Fr 

21 18 
# 

3 4 Reg 1st. , Irreg 9 So 

22 19 6 12 Irreg. Ds 7 Fr 

23 19 2 0 Reg 8 So 

24 19 4 12 Reg.1st.,Irreg 3 Fr 

25 16 0 9 Irreg 0 Fr 

26 15 2 •8 Irreg. 2 Ds 3t ' Fr 

27 16 1 Irreg 1 Fr 

28 17 7 Reg 28 Sr 

29 15 2 4 Reg 5rk Fr 

30 17 2 4 Irreg 2 Fr 

31 18 6 9 Irreg. 10 So 

32 17 4 9 Irreg 3 Ds 4 Fr 

33 16 3 0 Irreg 6 Fr 

34 16 5 Reg 19 Jr 

35 15 1 3 Reg . 2 

36 19 4 Reg 14 Jr -2 

37 17 2 9 leg 1st yr 3 

38 17 0 9 Reg 0 

39 18 7 10 Reg 1 yr.,Irreg 22 Sr -2 



Case. Age . Stay 
Sems. 

• 

Rks. 
Character of 
Attendance. 

Creds. Class ifi 
cation. 

40 15 0 4 Reg 0 

41 13 1 11 la-eg 3 Fr 

42 17 7 Irreg 2 Ds 9i So 

43 18 ' 4 Reg 14 Jr -2 

44 17 1 12 Irreg o Fr 

45 15 0 8 Reg 0 Fr 

46 18 5 4 Irreg sir So 

47 15 2 Irreg 2 Fr 

48 16 2 Irreg 1 Fr 

49 17 2 8 Irreg 8 So 

50 18 8 Reg 1 yr.,Irr •eg 17 Jr 11 

51 17 1 Irreg 0 Fr 

52 14 4 4 Reg 17 Jr 

53 20 5 Reg 11 So 1 

54 15 0 8 Reg 0 Fr 

55 15 2 Reg 1st sem. 4 Fr 

56 19 6 Reg 24 Sr 

57 19 4 3 Reg 8 So 

58 18 6 Reg 20 Jr 

59 19 6 Irreg 14 Jr -2 

60 19 3 6 Reg 1 yr 5 Fr 

61 16 4 Irreg,2 Ds 5 Fr 

62 16 3 9 Reg 10 So 

63 16 ' 4 3 Reg 13 So 

64 17 4 Reg 1 sem 7 So -1 



Case. Age. Stay. 
Sems. Fks. 

Cha.racter of 
Attendance. 

Creds. Classifi 
cation. 

65 16 2 Reg 7 So -1 

66 17 6 Reg 1 sem Hf So 

67 20 2 Reg Q C So 

68 15 1 4 Reg 3 Pr 

69 18 5 Reg 10 So 

70 18 6 Irreg, 2 Ds 8 So 

71 21 6 Reg 19 Jr 

72 20 3 Irreg 9 So 

73 18 4 Reg 1 sem 3 Pr 

75 16 2 Reg 5 Pr 

76, 17 ' 4 Reg 13 So 

77 15 0 6 Reg 0 Pr 

78 13 0 4 Reg 0 Pr 

79 16 3 Reg 2 sems 6 Pr 

80 18 0 8 Irreg 0 Pp 

81 18 .3 2 • Irreg 8'o- So 

82 15 1 12 Irreg 0 Pr 

83 18 1 Reg 0 Pp 

84 17 4 9 Reg 9 So 

85 16 4 Reg 1 yr - 8 So 

86 16 0 8 Irreg 0 Fr 

87 15 4 Reg 2 sems 9 So 

88 17 2 9 Irreg , 3 Ds 0 Pr 



Case. Age. Stay. Character of Creds. Classifi 
Sems. Wks. Attendance. cation 

89 17 0 10 Irreg 0 Fr 

90 14 1 1 Reg 4 Fr 

91 16 0 16 Reg 0 Fr 

92 16 1 Reg 9 Fr 

93 18 4 Reg 1 sem 2 Ds 2 Fr 

94 16 4 ' Irreg 2 Ds 1 Fr 

95 , 17 2 1 Reg- 4 Fr 

96 20 8: 8 Reg 2 yrs 20 Jr -4 

97 16 4 Reg 11 So 

98 17 4 5 Reg 3 sems 7 So -1 

99 18 4 Irreg 7 So -1 

100 17 3 8 Irreg 6 Fr 
• 

101 15 0 2 Reg 0 Fr 

102 16 0 8 Reg 0 Fr 

103 15 0 . 4 Reg 0 Fr 

104 17 4 Reg 1 sem 7* So -J 

105 20 3 6 Reg 1 sem 8 So 

106 15 0 15 Irreg 0 Fr 

107 16 2 Reg 6 Fr 

108 14 0 6 Reg 0 Fr 

109 16 0 5 Reg 0 Fr 

110 17 0 3 Reg 0 Fr 

111 16 1 Reg 2i Fr 
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Case • Age. Stay 
Sems. 

• 

Wks. 
Character of 
Attendance. 

Creds. Class ifi 
cation. 

112 20 3 Irreg. 5 Fr 

113 17 1 4 Irreg 0 Pn 

114 16 3 6 Irreg 4 Fr 

115 15 2 2 Reg 7 Fr 

116 15 0 6 Reg 0 Fr 

117 17 3 5 Reg but 2 Ds 13i So 

118 15 0 12 Reg 0 Fr 

119 15 2 0 Irreg 2 Fr 

120 17 1 Irreg 0 Fr 

121 16 0 6 Irreg 0 Fr 



Explanation of Table 9 ; Length of stay in high school 

is shown in semesters, with additional weeks in the col

umn on the immediate right. "4 semester, 9 weeks" 

means that the boy was in high school four semesters or 

parts of semesters and was enrolled for the fifth semes

ter but dropped out at the end of the ninth week. If he 

had dropped out during any of the previous semesters, that 

fact is shown by a D under "Character of Attendance" . 

More than one drop previous to final elimination id indi

cated as " 2 Ds ","3 Ds " etc. 

By a credit is meant one-half of a high school 

unit, or a passing grade in one regular subject in which 

classes meet daily for half a year. The usual require

ment for high school graduation is 32 credits or 16 units 

of work. As 8 credits constitute a years high school 

work, a pupil having made 8 credits would be classified 

as Sophomore. If he had 1 1 credits he might be said to 

have a classification or standing of "8o 4* 3 " in table 

9 . " Jr -2 " means that the pupil l acks 2 credits of 

having Junior standing, though he,might,with reference to 

class organization, be considered a member of the Junior 

class. 



Average Age. The average age of the "boys eliminated from 

the different classes comprising the group of 121 boys is 

shown in table 9a 

Table No.9a 

Average Age 

Freshmen * 16.25 years 

Sophomores 17.93 " 

Juniors 17.8 " 

Seniors 18. " 

Group Average 16.83 " 

The group average was found by adding the ages 

of all the 121 boys,irrespective of classification , and 

dividing the sum by 121. It appears in table 9a that 

the average age for the entire group is an age less than 

that which is the average for either of the three classes 

above the Freshman class. ThfS it will be readily seen^is 

due to the numerical preponderance of Freshmen in the 

group of 121. 

It will also be noted that the Juniors average 

younger than the Sophomores. The reader may see a reason 

for this through a comparative study of tables 9c and 9e. 

The boys who drop out because of over-age usually do so 

before reaching the Junior year. Among the 121 cases 
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studied, most of those due to that cause occurred in 

the Sophomore year. Several of those boys were retarded 

pftpils,-ones who had taken three years to do the work of 

two or less. Had they been Juniors at that age they 

might have gone on. They had not minded so seriously 

being one or two years overage as Freshmen, but now that 

they had lost another year and faced a prospect of losing 

another before graduation, they dropped out. Further , 

they had now reached an age at which, for social and 

psychological reasons, boys are harder to keep in school. 

Table 9 shows the situation for each member of each class. 

In order to discover if possible a critical 

age for high school boys, the frequency of .the different 

ages were calculated, and are shown in table 9b 

Table No.9b 

Mode and Median According to Age 

Age Frequency 

13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 

.2 

.3 
21 
29 
28 

12 
.6 
2 

It may be be seen that the mode is found at 16-17 

The median is at 17. Almost 50 percent of the elim

ination occurred at the ages 16-17 
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The age recorded in these tables is that taken 

from the high school records. "There exact date of birth 

was recorded, the age at nearest birthday at time of leav

ing school was used.. In some of these cases, however, 

the age is that reported at beginning of the school year, 

and consequently the average age may be a little higher % 

than shown by the above figures. Median and mode would 

likewise be Effected. With due allowance for this dis-

crepancey, the mode would,perhaps, be found at 17, instead 

of at 16-17 as shown in table 9b. The median would not 

be effected enough to change its location from that shown. 

for his class unless he had completed the Freshman year 

at 17, the Sophomore year at 18, and the Junior year at 

19, the number of boys found to be overage for the dif

ferent classes were: 

Overage : Counting a boy as being over-age 

Freshman 29 

Sophomores 17 

Juniors 2 

Seniors 0 

Total 48 

From the above figures, it appears that 48 boys, 

or 40 percent of the total number in the group studied 

were over age for their classes. It was found, further, 
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that the percentage of hoys overage among those elimi

nated from the respective classes was,for the 121 hoys, 

as follows : 

Freshman overage, 35 % of the eliminations. 

Sophomores overage, 60 % of the eliminations. 

Juniors overage, 20 % of the eliminations. 

Seniors overage, none. 

Evidently the factor of overage is one to noted, and 

it seems to he true that eliminations from this cause are 

more numerous in the Sophomore year. 
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Chapter IT 
Length of Stay in School e-

The length of stay in high school has been 

made the subject of study in several sections of the 

country within recent yearso The early part of this 

section will be devoted to giving a resume of the find

ings of some of the investigators along this line. 

Later in the section,will be given the results of the 

writer1s study of elimination in Kansas, together with 

some comparisons. 

J.J.Dynes, in his study of elimination in 

Iowa City,1909, found the time of elimination accord

ing to classification to be as shown in the following-

table which is taken from the School Review of June,1914 

Pre sh. Soph , • Jr. Sr. 
Total 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd To -
Enrol. Sem Sem Sem Sem Sem Sem Sem Sem tal 

Boys 483 91 54- 46 24 20 17 6 8 268 

Girls 559 77 61 54 41 19 15 11 7 285 

Both 1042 168 115 100 65 39 32 17 15 551 

Percentages 
Boys 19 11 10 5 4 3.5 1.2 1 .6 55 

Girls 14 11 10 . 7 3.4 2.6 2.0 1 .3 51 

xk The percentages here are not carried out into deci

mal places as completely as Professor Dynes's 'table gives 

them. 
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Discussion of the table : 

. The table on the preceding page shows that 

for the years 1897-1909, ( See Dynes's study in Intro

duction. ) 30 % of the boys who entered Iowa City High 

School dropped out before beginning their sophomore year, 

45 % left school before begi ning their junior year, and 

that 34 % of the total elimination during the twelve years 

occurred in the first half of the freshman year. This 

does not necessarily mean the first half of the first year 

in attendance. It means that 34 % of the boys dropped 

out before making a half year's high school credits. 

Using the total number of boys eliminated, 

268/ as the base number, we find that the percentage of 

elimination comprised within the respective classes is 

as follows : 

Freshman Class 54 % 

Sophomore Class 26 % 

Total not reaching junior classification 80 % 

Junior Class 13.8 % 

Senior Class 5.2 % 

•?h:- The reader will keep in mind .the fact that the above 

figures have reference to years in high school classifi

cation, not to years in attendance. 
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The Cleveland, Ohio, study covering the ten 

years, 1900-1909 inclusive, enabled the investigators to 

announce that in that city for the time studied, 

1/3 of the high school pupils withdrew before the soph-' 

omore.year, 

1/2 withdrew before becoming Juniors, 

2/3 withdrew before graduation. 

Calculating the distribution of elimination 

from the above statement regarding the time pupils with

drew, we find such distribution to be as follows: 

Freshman Class, 1/2 of the total elimination,or 50 % 

Sophomore Class, 1/2 - 1/3 ^ l/4 6f 2/0,^ 25 % 

Freshmen plus , Sophomores . . . .75 % 

Thus,it is seen that in Cleveland, for those ten 

years, 75 % of the total eliminations occurred in the 

Freshman and Sophomore years of high school classification. 
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In a total elimination of 9,871 pupils from 

the high schools of New York City during the school year 

1905-6, Van Denburg found the distribution to be as follows: 

Distribution of Elimination Among the Classes. 

Freshman A 4,287 , 43.42 % of the total 
Freshman B 2,090 , 21.12 % " " " 

Sophomore A 1,532 , 15. 1 % " " " 
Sophomore B 829 , 8. - " ''' !t 

Junior A 595 
Junior B 275 , 8.8 % " 

j 

Senior A 207 
Senior B 56 , 2.66 % 

Total 9,871 , 100 £ 

In other words, the percentage of the total elim

ination that occurred in the freshman class was 54.54 

That which occurred in the sophomore class was slightly 

above 23, while the percentage that occurred in the upper two 

high school classes was only 11.46 . According to these 

figures, more than 88 percent of the pupils eliminated had 

not reached junior classification. Many of these, no 

doubt, had been in high school more than two years. The 

actual length of stay in school is not given by Van Denburg. 

Lurton in his stu.dy of the Anoka, Minnesota, high 

school class, does take account of the actual time each 

member of the class was in school. For the 18 boys .elim

inated before graduation, from that group of 23 , the dis-
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tribution,in point of time, is as follows : 

Time Cases 

During the first year 
End of first year 

6 
4 55.5 

During the second year 0 
End of the second year 1 5.56 . . . .61.065 

During the third year 0 
End of the third year 1 5.56 5 66.121 

During the fourth year 0 
End of the fourth year 5 

In school parts 3 years 1 

27.8 5 

5.56 5 

Q rr O O P 

100 % 

It - will be noticed that the above figures are for 

years in attendance , not years in high school classifica

tion. Also, it appears that five of the boys who did not 

complete the high school course attended for four full years. 

Professor Lurton points to this fact as Indicating an unus

ually strong school spifcit in Anoka, and as a justification 

for the belief that high school classes in that community 

would not fall below the average in the matter of staying 

in school for graduation. 

in his investigation of the cases of 121 boys eliminated from 

Kansas high schools within the last year, found the respect

ive periods of attendance to be as shown in table 9d on the 

next page. 

Re suits Qf The Inciter's Tnve s tigat ion: The v/r iter 
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Table 9d 

Periods of Attendance. 

Time In School. Cases. $ Total f, 
by years 

Less than 1 semester 25 19 $ 
One semester 13 10.8 % 

Percentage that did. not begin 2nd semester, 29.8 

All or part of 2nd semester 20 16.5 % 

Not more than one year .. 56 ...46.3 

All or part of 2nd year 40 33.f % 

Not more than two years .96... 79.4^ 

All or part of 3d year 16 13.+ % 

Not in longer than the third year, 112 boys, or 92.5 % 

Part of the fourth year 7 5.8 f' 

Just four years 0 

All of 3 years,parts of 

2 others 1 .82/' 

All of four years and 

parts of two others 1 .83f> 

VTe see by the adoove statements that,of our 121 

boys, approximately , 

1/5 did not attend a whole semester, 

1/2 did not go back the second year, 

4/5 did not stay in school more than two years . 
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v/hen we consider , not years in attendance, but 

years in classification, as Van Denburg and Dynes have 

done, we get even a greater preponderance of the elimina

tion in the first and second years. Table 9e shows the 

distribution of elimination by classes. 

Table No.Ge 

Distribution of Elimination Among High School C|asses. 

Class Cases Percentage Totals 

Freshman 81 67 

Sophomore 28 23 90 % 

Juniors 10 8.3 98.3 % 

Seniors , 2 1.65 . . 100. % 

Total 121 

Combining tables 9d and 9e, we have the distri

bution of elimination according to years in attendance and 

according to years in classification side by side as below. 

Distribution of Elimination according to 

Yehr in Attendance. Year in Classification. 

First year 46.3 % 67% 

Second year 33.25 % 

Third year 13 % 8.35 % 

Fourth year 7.45% 1.65 % 

Included in the fourth year eliminations under'year in 
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attendance" are the two boys who attended irregularly 

during more than four years. 

A comparison of the two columns calls attention 

to the wide variation between them. The apparent discrep

ancy is,of course accounted for in retardations 

Comparison Of Results. 

A comparison of the results of the differ

ent investigations may be of interest. In so far as the 

distribution of elimination is concerned, that comparison 

is made in tabulated form below". ( Years in Classification*) 

Distribution Of Elimination. 

Percentages 

Fresh. Soph. Jr. Sr. 

Dynes's Study ,(268 cases)' 54 26 13.8 5.2 

Cleveland City Schools 50 33 - ' — 

Van Denburg's Study,(9,871) 64.5 24 8.8 2.6 

The Writer's Study,( 121 ) 67 23 8.3 1.7 

Van Denburg's study and the one made in the 

Cleveland schools include statistics on elimination of 

both boys and girls. In the Dyaes study^the records are 
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kept separate, and only figures on the elimination of boys 

are used in the above comparison of results. By a compar

ison of the figures for boys and for girls,given in the 

Dynes table a few pages preceding , it will be seen that 
greater 

the elimination of boys is slightly/^than that of girls in 

the early high school period. 

As regards distribution of elimination accord

ing to years in attendance, or rather , time in attendance, 

valuable comparisons can hardly be made because the data 

on that point are so very meager. The writer's study 

covered the cases of only 121 boys. The Lurton study of 

the records of one class gives the time of elimination for 

only 18 boys. The group is small, and the class of which 

they were members is probably not typical. It seems very 

unusual that over 27 % of the total elimination should occur 

at the close of the fourth year but before graduation. With 

the exception of this high percentage of elimination of 

cllminc-t-i.::n in the fourth year, there is no very wide vari

ation. 

Distribution Of Elimination',-according to the time 

in attendance at which it occurred. 

Percentages 
1st Yr 2nd Yr 3d Yr 4th Yr 

Lurton's Study (18 cases) 55.7 10.2 5.6 27.8 

Writer's Study (121 cases) 46.3 33.1 13.1 7.5 
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The results of all the investigations agree in 

pointing to a definite period in the high school career 

that may be considered a critical period so far as the 

problem of elimination is concerned. This period ends 

with the Sophomore year in classification, but extends over 

into the third year in attendance. The danger is greatest 
i 

during and at the close of the first semester in high school. 

Cooperation of parents and teachers is urgently needed at 

this time • 

A summary of the combined results of the studied 

compared would be stated approximately as follows: As re

gards classification of boys leaving high school before 

graduation, 

nearly 2/3 are freshmen, 

about 1/4 are sophomores, 

hardly 1/12 are juniors, 

less than 1/35 are seniors. 

As regards time in attendance, as was mentioned, 

hard and fast conclusions can not be drawn because of the 

meager data on the subject, but for the 121 boys of this 

study, of the total eliminations, 

almost 1/2 occurred before the 2nd year, 

about 4/5 occurred by end of the 2nd year. 

Those who dropped out after two year£ regular 

attendance were practically all retarded pupils. The ex- • 
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or 
ceptions were due to exceptional circumstances,^-to trans

fer to other schools. 

Regularity Of Attendance. 

Another feature of the school record shown in 

table 9 is that part referring to the character of atten -

dance . By the term " regular in attendance" below,is 

meant an attendance of at least 18 days in every school 

month of 20 days, or, 90 % perfect attendance. The data 

may be summarized as, 

Regular in attendance, 65 cases, or, 53.7 % of the 121 

irregular in attendance, 56 cases, or, 46.3 f3 of the 121 

The schoolrman will see in this too high a per

centage of irregular attendance . It is no doubt higher 

than the average percentage of irregular attendance in the 

schools which these boys attended * A glance at table 9, 

however will show that the attendance of a goodly number 

of those who later were irregular was regular during the 

first semester or the first year .of their high school ca

reers. The later irregularity was,in man# of these cases, 

not a cause, but a consequence of failures in work and of 

loss of interest as a result of the failures. 
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Chapter III / - S i -  f t /  

) ^Uc^cj 
Failures and Withdrawals: 

A reoord of the failures and withdrawals of 
* 

these 131 boys is illa'/flMfiting in a study of conditions 

and circ umstances attendant upon their leaving school. 

Table No. 10 

Failures and Withdrawals with Reference to Number of Boys. 

1 
Subject Number Percentage With at More With at 

of Boys without least one Thanr'one least one 
enrolled failures failure failure withdrawal 

Geometry 40 40 30 13.5 30 

Botany 31 43 55 13 35 

History 61 31 34 14.7 40 

Latin 55 43.6 43 5.4 31.8 

German £6 11.5 50 11.5 43.3 

Algebra 104 40.4 38 10.6 30 .8 

English 117 16.3 53 37.3 57.3 

Man. Tr. 59 si SO 0 33 

Avg. Prot. 35.7 40 13 34.5 

Table 10 is a record of the failures and 

withdrawals of the 131 boys. In column . 1 are listed 

<> 

most of the regular required subjects of the college 
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preparatory course. In column E appears the number of 

"boys who were enr olled in the respective subjects for at 

least one semester. Column 3 shows the percentage of 

these boys who had no failure recorded against them. 

Some of these counted for the percentages of column 3 

had done passing work in the subject one semester; others 

had done satisfactory work for more than one semester. 

Only boys who had no failure in the subject listed at 

the right are counted in this column. 

Column 4 gives the percentages of boys enrolled 

in the respective subjects who had at least one failure 

recorded against them in these respective subjects. Col

umn 5 shows the percentage of boys having more than one 

failure recorded against them in the respective subjects. 

Column 6 shows the percentage of boys who withdrew from 

the respective subjects' at least once. More than one 

withdrawal in a subject is not shown. By more than one 

failure in a subject is not necessarily meant more than 

one failure in identically the same course. For instance, 

a certain boy who fails in English I., and the next year 

fails in English II, has two failures in English. Likewise 

the boy who fails in Ancient History and again in Modern 

or American History has two failures against him in Hist

ory. 
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The figures in columns 3 and 4 are not comple

mentary. That is, the sum of the percentage of failures 

and the percentage of those without failures in any giv

en subject is not 100,- because of a percentage of 'with

drawals in all subjects listed. 

It must be borne in mind that it is not the total 

number of enrollments but the total number of boys en

rolled thutfis counted in this table. A boy may have been 

enrolled in a certain subject for two or more courses, 

but in column £ he is counted but once for that subject. 

Table No. 10 shows several things of interest. It 

shows that 54;&% of the boys who enrolled in Botany and 

5S.1$ of the boys who enrolled in English made at least 

one failing grade in these respective subjects, while only 

30% of those who took Geometry and ZOf of those who took 

Manual Training made failures in these subjects. The num

ber of withdrawals, too, is particularly high in English. 

We will remember that there may have been a difference in 

ability in favor of the boys who reached that stage of the 

high school career at which Geometry is taken, but Manual 

Training Courses come in the first year just as English 

does. 

Basing our conclusions as to difficulty upon the 

smallness of the percentage of boys having no failures 

against them, German/ presented difficulty to the greatest. 
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number in proportion to the enrollment, - only 11.5^ 

of the individuals enrolled in that subject having no 

failures against them. 

Arranging the eight subjects in the order of: 

their presenting difficulty to the greatest number, we 

have the following: 

Percentage having no failures against them 

Subject 

1. German 

2. English 

3. History 

4. Geometry 

11 • o 

16.2 

31 

40 

5. Botony 42 

6. Algebra 40.4 

?. Latin 43.6 

8. Man. Train. 61 

Basing our conclusions as to relative difficul

ty upon the high percentage of failures in the respective 

subjects we have this somewhat different arrangement: 

Subject 

Botany 

English 

German 

Latin 

Percentage of Failures 

54.8 Algebra 37 

52.1 History 34 

50 Geometry 30 

42 . Man. Training 20 

Table Ho. 10a is an attempt to combine these two 

methods of ranking the subjects in difficulty,- basing 

conclusions as to degree of difficulty on the proportion; 

of individuals enrolled to whom they offered difficulty. 
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History 3 6 3 4 4.00 5 

English 8 8 1 1 1.66 1 

Latin 7 A 8 7 6.33 7 

Manl. Tr. 8 8 7 8 7.66 8 

Table 10a 

Rank in difficulty as leased on the percentage of hoys 

enrolled to whi>m the respective subjects presented 

difficulties. 
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Table 11 

Failures and Withdrawals with Reference to Number of 

Enrollments 

Subject Enroll- Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
ments Passes Failures Withdraw F W 

German 62 21 25.8 53.2 80 

Geometry 76 42 31.6 27.6 31.6 

Botany 48 33 41.7 25 66 .6 

Algebra 160 56 28.7 15 47.3 

History 104 41 34 /i lo .o 59.4 

Laoin 91 49 30.7 20 ' 50.5 

Man. Tr. 161 81 8. 10.6 24.2 

Avg. perct 46 o 0.5 24.5 52.5 

Table 11 differs from table 10 in that instead of 

dealing with number of boys it deals with number of en

rollments. As an illustration, A may have enrolled in 

three History classes, B_in two History classes, C in 

no History class. The total enrollment in History for 

these three boys is 5. The total of passes, failures, 

and withdrawals for these boys so far as History is con

cerned is also 5. Percentages of passes, failures and 

withdrawals are recorded in columns 3,4,5, respectively. 

The enrollment shows the base number upon which these per

centages are calculated. 
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German 1 7 1 1 3.00 2nd 

Geometry 5 4 2 7 3.65 5 th. 

Botany 2 . 2 3.5 2 2.50 1st 

Algebra 7 6 7 6 6.66 7 th 

History 4 3 3.5 3 3.50 4th 

English 3 1 6 4 3.33 3rd 

Latin 6 5 5 5 5.33 6 th 

Man. Tr. 8 8 8 8 8.00 8th 

Table 11a 

Rank in difficulty "based on relation of failures and 

withdrawals 
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Composite of results shown in Tables 10a and 11a. 
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German 2 s 2.0 1 

Geometry- 6 5 5.5 o 

Botany 4 1 2.5 3 

Algebra 3 7 5.0 5 

History 5 4 4.5 4 

English 1 3 2.0 2 

Latin 7 6 • 5.5 7 

Maul. Training 8 8 8.0 8 
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As table 11 shows very clearly the relation be

tween passes and. failures in the respective subjects, 

it may be considered by most readers as showing, more 

clearly than does table 10 the relative difficulty of tir

respective subjects. But it does not take into account 

the fact that any one boy may have made a number of pass

es or failures in a certain subject, and thereby affected 

the total of passes or failures in that subject to a de

gree out of proportion to that fraction of the group 

which he constituted. Table 10 shows the number of boys 

for whom the subject is difficult. Table 11 shows the 

mortality of the respective subjects, not in proportion 

to the number of boys for whom they are difficult, but 

in proportion to the total enrolment, counting each boy 

as many times as he enrolled in classes. 

Table 11a does for table 11 what table 10a does 

for table 10. It is an attempt to rank the subjects, 

as to degree of difficulty, in four different ways. In 

finding the average, column 5, only column 1,2, and 3 

were used. Column 4 was reserved for consideration in 

case of a tie for rank. In tables 10a and 11a no tie 

occured. 

Table 18 is a composite of the results appearing 

in tables 10a and 11a. As will be seen, column 1, table 

IS, is the final rank of table 10a, and column 2 is the 
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final rank of table 11a. Column 3 is an average. 

Column 4 might "be said to show the ultimate rank given 

the respective subjects. It is based upon the averag

es recorded in column 3, with the exception that when in 

this table a tie for first rank appeared before English 

and German, recourse was had to the previously reserved 

column 4 in table 10a and 11a to decide the point. By 

that method it is apparent that the German takes first 

place by a very slight margin. 

From table 12 it appears that for the 121 boys 

whose cases were investigated, considered both as re

gards presenting difficulty to the highest percentage . 

of those enrolled, and as having the highest pereentage 

of mortality in proportion to total enrollment, German 

takes first place. English is a close second, while Man

ual Training is unquestionably last. The final order of 

arrangement is as follows: German, English, Botany, 

History, Algebra, Geometry, Latin, Manual Training. 

It should be explained here that the distribution 

of History was as follows: 

Total number of enrollments 104 

Ancient History, 77 enrollments or 74$ 

Medieval and Modern 25 enrol. or 24 

American, 2 enrollments or 1.9 
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Medieval History and Modern History were in 

several cases taken together as one continued course 

and so listed. Only two of the "boys left records of 

having taken American History. That is of course due, 
A v 

largely, to its "being offered^in the high school course. 

Taking Medieval and Modern History together as one 

subject, the percentage of failures or the degree of dif

ficulty of that subject and of Ancient History seemed to 

be practically the same. Therefore all the history was 

combined in the tables under the one head History. For 

practically the same reasons no attempt is made to separ

ate the different grades or forms of English in the tables a 

Manual Training includes all kinds of shop work, woodwork, 

and Mechanical Drawing. 

The results as regards ranks of the respective 

subjects may be surprising to some readers. They prob

ably would not hold true for all the pupils of the 

schools from which those 121 boys were eliminated. From 

a personal knowledge of the facts connected with these 

cases, some light may be thrown upon the situation. 

Regarding the great difference in apparent dif

ficulty between Latin and German, it may be stated that 

in high schools where option is allowed between the two 

subjects, but where one must be taken, it was evident 
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to the investigator that the poorer students, and prac

tically all those hoys who did not expect to enter col

lege, and the hoys from homes where there was little 

support or appreciation of disciplinary or cultural sub

jects, in their desire to avoid Latin, accepted the only 

alternative and elected German. On account of some famil

iarity with German pronunciation and the novelty of learn

ing to speak a modern foreign language, the poorest stu

dents found it interesting at first and were ahle to get 

along a little way. The parents in the home talked ahout 

the practical value of German as compared with Latin. A 

little later when it was found that the subject was not 

easy and that the slight knowledge of it- acquired in a 

few months was of little conversational value, it was 

dropped. The class of hoys described as electing German 

for the above reasons would naturally he the class to pro

duce the greatest percentage of failures and withdraw

als. On the other hand the hoys who elected Latin when 

both were offered were of two classes - both of which are 

unlikely to produce a high percentage of failures or 

withdrawals: 1st., Those expecting to complete high 

school and college. End. , Others who are naturally stu

dious. It will he remembered that 15 of the 1S1 boys 
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entered other schools during the year. Nine of those 

were taking the Latin, and the transfers to other schools 

were mostly made at the end of Semester in which cases 

no withdrawals would appear. 

There is no question that, from any angle viewed, 

Manual Training subjects were, for those 121 boys who 

took them, the subjects in which most satisfactory work 

v/as done and least difficulty experienced. 

J. J. Dynes, who in Iowa City study, considered 

the grades of all students instead of only those who 

dropped out found the subjects in which the highest per

centage of failures occurred to be as follows: 1st, 

Algebra," 2nd, Latin; 3rd, Geometry. 
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Chapter IV. 

Relation of^CradOD lu Inlureul In Sub J out-* 

With a view to getting information as to whether 

certain subjects appeal to "boys in general more than do 

certain other subjects, and also to discover the effects 

of likes and dislikes upon grades, questions calling for 

information along this line were incorporated in blank 

number 2. Of course there is the difficulty of deter

mining whether the "like" or "dislike" was preconceived 

or came about as the result of failure or success in the 

subject, personality of teacher, or other cause. Attempt 

was made to get at the bottom facts in the case and if the 

reasons showed that the likes or dislikes were based on 

something extraneous to the subject the case is not in

cluded in the tables on this topic. 

Table 13 tabulates the information obtained in re

ply to the question in blank number 2. "What subject or 

subjects were especially disliked by you?" "Why?" It 

was found the reasons why liked or disliked could all be 

included under the three headings of colums 3,4,5, of 

table 13, or columns 3,4,5 of table 14. The remaining 

columns of the table, columns 6,7,8,9, show the records 
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of these individuals in the subject for v/hich especial 

dislike y/as reported. 

-44/3 
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33.84^ of failures 

ZOf of failure and withdrawals 

Passes 16 .8/0 of enrollment 

Failures 49.6 fc of enr ollment 

Withdrawals 33.6^ of enrollemnt. 

Table 13. 
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* \ 

Summary of results shown in table 13 

Passes = 16.8# of total enrollment 

failures = 49.6^ of total enrollment 

Withdrawals =33.6 o£ total enrollment 

failures: Passes = 3 :1 

failures plus withdrawals: passes = 5:1 

Table No. 14 tabulates the answers to the questions 

"What subject was most liked by you in your high school 

work?", and "Why?" It also shows the record made as re

gards grades by the individual boys expressing this spec

ial liking for the respective subjects. It is notice

able that more subjects are included in table 14 than are 

in table 13. This it will at once be seen is due to the 

fact that, among 100 boys, the range of especially liked 

r ^ subjects was wider than was/especially disliked subjects. 

It will be noted that the table does not include 

the'entire number of boys whose cases were studied, 

Some stated that they had no strongly felt likes or dis

likes as regards any subjects they, had taken.1 A number 

had not been in high school long enough to get well ac

quainted with high school subjects. 

In several cases particular phases of subjects 

were mentioned, for instance, one boy found work of 
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mem oiling and reciting Shakespeare, as part of his Eng

lish work, almost unendurable. Another positively hated 

classics. Others stated that they disliked Botany "be

cause "being mechanically inclined or looking forward to 

"business careers they would very much rather have worked 

at something along these respective lines. As was stated 

in an earlier paragraph on this topic, the reasons for 

likes or dislikes may "be included under three main heads 

each. In order that the answer should not "be influenced 

"by the questioner care was taken not to assist in its 

wording; "but it almost always came under one of the three 

headings used in the tables,nevertheless. 
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Summary of results shown in table 14: 

Passing grades = 82$ of the enrollment 

Failures = 9.6$ 

Withdrawals = 8.4$ 

Passes : Failures = 8*8 : 1 

Passes : Failures pluss Withdrawals = 4.3 : 1 

A comparison of table 13 and 14 brings out 

strikingly a rather significant fact in that the same 

boys should have a record of only one passing grade to 

five failurs or withdrawals in the subjects which they 

were required to take against their personal feelings 

toward the subject, while in the subjects which they 

liked and wished to take, their combined average record 

is almost 5 passing grades to one failure or withdrawal. 
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In response to the request to locate any special 

difficulty the -following information was obtained. As 

regards subjects it may be tabulated as, 

Subjects especially 

difficult 'No. Cases Per cent of 
boys enrolled 

English 1? 14.4 

Geometry 6 15 

Botany 8 26 

Algebra 7 6.7 

Latin 16 30 

German ( 6 23 

Ancient Hist. 5 8.2 

More specific mention of difficulty 'was made as 

indicated by following list: 



Dislike for certain teacher 

Could not write English composition.... 

Could not recite oral English 

Disliked Shakespeare 

Dislike for Silas Marner had to analyze 

whole story too closely.. 

Failing third time in English on dis

taste for the classics 

Memorizing of Classics 

Botany Drawings 

Memorizing dates and Facts in Ancient 

History 

Grammar and construction in Latin 

and German 

Hot enough time on account of outside 

work which could not he given up 
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Chapter II f 
_ y::afi4 

In response to the enquiry as to whether there 

Has any subject or subjects tfhi&h were wanted by the 

boy^ but which either were not offered by his high school 

or were.not open to him the following subjects and courses 

-were named: 

Subject or course No. of cases in 
which named 

Commercial course 80 

Agriculture 10 

Telegraphy.. 1 

Physics 8 

Lettering and lesigning 8 

Electricity.. 5 

Chemistry.. 1 

Music 8 

Total 41 
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Preference as to Sex of Teachers: 

In this matter care was taken not to develop any 

feeling or to demand any decision not already formed. If 

the boy did not seem to have previously decided definite

ly he was reported as having no preference. 

The data obtained reads: 

hTo preference, 72 cases out of 100 interviewed 

Prefer^d man, 22 " n " 

Preferred woman 6 n " " 

In short, 72% of the boys whose cases were 

fully studied expressed no preference as to the men or 

women teachers. A number of the boys replied that they 

would certainly prefer to have some men and some women 

among their teachers, but that they really did not know 

just which they liked A few stated that they had never 

had a man teacher in high school. It is probably signif

icant that for the group of 28 who expressed a preference, 

78.5/o of the boys comprising the group stated a preference 

for men teachers. 
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Chapter III 

Beacons for Leaving Sohoo-l: 

In securing the information on "Reasons for 

Leaving" an earnest attempt was made to get the real 

reasons. The, attempt may not have "been successful al

ways. But, as was stated under Method in the early part 

of the report, revisions were made on the information 

"blank whenever in the opinion of the investigator, at the 

close of a detailed study of each case, such revision was 

needed. Not only the reason was called for, but it was 

explained that all contributing reasons and causes were 

wanted. An effort was made to locate the main reason 

or reasons, and to keep these separate. It was impossible, 

however, to do this to the satisfaction of the investiga

tor. Frequently a boy replied "I don't know that I could 

just say what was the main reason why I quit school. It 

was due to a combination of causes." And parents, teach

ers and others verified the latter part of the statement, 

but differed widely among themselves as to the main factor 

in the combination. Often there appeared two main or co

equal reasons and several secondary ones. 

The number of reasons, main and secondary, given 

by individual boys ranged from one to six or seven. The 
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The median number of reasons was 3-4. The total 

number of reasons given hy the one hundred boys was 

396,- or almost anAaverage of 4 per case. 

The attempt at classification into main and 

secondary reasons was made, not on a general basis 

for classifying a reason as main or second-ary, but on 

the basis of importance in the particular case under 

consideration. 

Still the investigator is not at all satisfied 

that he has properly classified the reasons as to pri

mary and secondary importance. Perhaps the third column 

in which no attempt at classification is made contains 

the only figures obtained that can be used in an attempt 

to discover the prevailing reasons for elimination of 

the 100 boys whose cases they cover. 
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Reasons for Leaving t 

1. Poor health.,, 

£. Eye strain, 

3. Sickness in family, 

4. Death in family, 

5. Went to work on account of 

economie need .< 

6. Went to work not as economic 

necessity hut to have own 

.spending money , 

7. To take advantage of an unusual 

opportunity in the way of a 

good paying job. .7 

8 To take advantage of rare opportunity 

to learn a trade or business 6 

9. Impatience to get into industrial 

15 

world - make money. 

10 Overage, 

11 Lost or lacking interest in 

school .. 

IS Interest in outside work, 

13 Interest in social life and 

amusements. 

14 Other special interests . 

£7 

13 

15 

16 

88 

11 

15 

15 

15 

30 

9 

11 

3 

18 

10 

7 

4 

SI 

30 

11 

10 

43 

£8 

45 

£5 

£0 

9 



15 Mere shiftlessness. ^ 

Indolent 1 

16 Difficult to do the high 

school work - unprepared, 

or dull or "both. 1 

1? Able to do the work in general-

hut difficulty in some partic

ular subject. 

18Lack of individual assistance 

from teachers. 

19 Discouragement due to failure 

in work, 1 

£0 Dislike for certain phase of 

school or class work. 3 

£1 Dislike for school work in 

general. 10 

££ Failure to get along with 

certain teacher. 

£3 Discipline. Suspended or 

dropped out of own accord 

because discipline irksome. 7 

£4 Not enough practical value in 

High School course. 8 

£5 High school course not 

essential in occupation boy 

expects to follow, 6 
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26 High school course does not 

prepare for the occupation 

the hoy expects to follow* * 9 10 19 

27 Completed that part of the 

c o u r s e  d e s i r e d ,  1 2 3  

28 Not expecting to enter college. 52 52 

29 Home influence or invironment. 14 22 36 

30 Weak parental control or none. 13 21 34 

31 Influence of companions. 16 21 37 

32 For some of the ahove reasons, 

entered other schools beginning 

of school year 1914-15, as foil owe? 

Agricultural College X" 

Bunia&ss College 

A âda&ies —— — 

gpwial High School" 3 

Total —3r§-

/6 
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It is interesting, as indicating the generally 

accepted main purpose of the high school, that with 

58 of the 100 hoys the fact of "net going to enter 

college" seemed a good reason why they should not 

mind dropping out of school if cirsumstances made 

it at all inconvenient to attend. 

In the 45 cases in which lack of interest in 

the high school work appeared, further analysis 

showed the causes of this lack of interest to lie in 

one or more of the reasons enumerated under 9,18,13, 

14,15,84,85,86. 

In the 3? cases which "influence of companions" 

appearsto have operated as a contributing factor the 

fact of weak parental control is at once suggested. 

While both weak parental control and influence of 

companions are closely connected with home influence. 

This mutual relation and interdependence of 

reasons holds true throughout to so, great an extent 

that fixing upon a definite, isolated, material rea

son as the prevailing reason for leaving high school 

is apparently impossible. 
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. Chapter iy. 

CONCLUSION 

As intimated at the close of the preceding chapter, 

it would be manifestly absurd to attempt to state in a 

single sentence or paragraph the predominating ," sr teaiai 

material reason why boys leave high school before gradua

tion. 

But back of the many material reasons enumerated, 

back of failures and retardation, of lack of interest, and 

of impatience to leave the school-room environment, there 

is a psychical and social situation that is responsible 

for elimination from high school. ,The high school 

does not touch closely enough the every day needs of the 

people . High school education seems,to the majority , 

a thing desirable but not essential. Its desirability 

seems to be based upon a conventional value or upon its 

being'alprerequisite for college, rather than upon an 

evaluation as a practical equipment for efficiency in life. 

A number of courses offered in the high school are 

in subjects for which the majority of persons interviewed 

in connection with this study see little practical 

use in their life and occupations. These courses,having 

so little in common with the daily experiences of the boy, 
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offer a kind of intellectual food for which he has no 

tas&e. They soon prove either difficult or uninteresting, 

or both. Prom this situation failures and retardation 

result. Retardation means that the boy will not be grad

uated in even the four years that in the beginning seemed 

a long time . Some further discouragement, some oppor

tunity to take a job, the influence and example of asso

ciates who are earning their own spending money, the lack 

of a definite feeling on the part of the boy and his par

ents that a high school education is ̂ essential to future . 

success,- all these combine to bring, about the natural 

and logical result,-elimination. 

The following account describes a typical case. 

A certain successful and progressive business man, when 

interviewed, deplored the fact that his boy had dropped 

out of high school, but explained that he deemed it inad

visable to insist longer on his attendance,-for the work 

there did not seem to interest the boy. The father 

could not see the business sense in requiring a boy to 

devote so much time to the study of foreign languages if 

he not interested in them and did not expect to use 

any of them in his life occupation. He would be glad to 

have his boy graduated from high school,-apparently be

cause other young people of the community were receiving •. 

this honor and this return for the payment of school taxes. 
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But he had expected , all along, he stated, to send his 

son to a "business college for a year at the close of his 

high school work, because experience with ah older son 

and v/ith young persons whom he had employed had convineed 

him that high" school graduates were incompetent in the per

formance of work involving ordinary business arithmetic 

and business correspondence. The boy had been kept in 

high school only under pressure. The business school 

will have no difficulty in holding him until the work he 

wants there is completed. It touches his every-day life,-

is part of it. 

It is a sad commentary upon our public high 

school that progressive business men,, substantial citi

zens of the community, find its courses neither interest

ing nor practical for their sons. . If the situation 

described were an isolated one, it might not receive much 

attention, but the frequency with which such cases were 

reported in the investigation seems to justify its inclu

sion in full in this report. 

Another business man, prominent in his commu

nity, stated that he allowed his son-to drop out of school 

and go to work because he was acquiring in high school, 

above everything else, habits of idle&es and deception . 

T\ (T 
niliost of the courses he had to take there," said this 

father, " did not interest my boy. His sole aim seemed 
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to be to evade work and to deceive his teachers in regard 

to his knowledge of the subjects he was supposed to be 

studying . " The son is now learning a trade in con

nection with a certain business in which he hopes to en

gage. He is doing good work, intensely interested , and 

succeeding. 

Exactly in concordance with the conclusions to 

which the evidence in the above described cases seems to 

point is the statement of Professor Paul Hanus,quoted 

in Lewis's "Democracy's High School " , 1914. "During 

the high school period aversion and evasion are more fre

quently cultivated than are power and skill,-through the 

forced pursuit of permanently uninteresting subjects,-

subjects for which the learner has no capacity." 

A .statement made by Van Denburg in his summary 

-of causes of elimination is also in point here. "The con

trast between the abstractions of algebra and the life of 
neighborhood 

the-^are too great to be bridged save by an arch of faith 

which few can construct." 

In the present day when, a high school educa

tion is no longer conceded to be the heritage of the few 

who are destined for the ministry, medicine, or law, it 

seems that the high school curriculum should be made to 

to include types of training other than that which pre

pares only for those professions. Only a small percent

age of the pupils entering high school today will make a 
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direct use of either algebra, geometry,ancient history, 

or the foreign languages. The information acquired 

being soon forgotten, there remains to the high school 

graduate only whatever such subjects have given of men

tal discipline. It is pretty generally conceded that 

this mental discipline comes only as the result of con

centrating attention and putting forth effort. For those 

students who are more readily interested in vocational 

subjects than in the traditional subjects, and will there

fore do better work in them, it is doubtful if the latter 

possess greater disciplinary value. 

Yet the Commissioner of Education reports the per

centage of high school pupils enrolled in those suh]jqcts;" 

in 8,097 high schools of the United States ,1913, to be 

as follows: 

Algebra and Geometry 87.72% 

Latin,French, German 82.64$ 

On the other hand the percentage of the high 

school pupils enrolled in subjects of such practical 

value as are agriculture and domestic science is given 

in the same report as, 

Agriculture 4.6 % 

Domestic Science 3.78/b 
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It is evident form the commissioner's report that 

the high school is not yet consecrated to the service 

of the community. It exists primarily as a preparatory 

school for the college. Its courses of study ure pre

scribed by that institution -without reference to the 

needs of the community. It is taken for granted that a 

high school course is a high school course,-as good in 

one community as in another. 

These courses are followed, according to the out-
Jrc jttrO 

line prescribed by the college, ^feac/hers and pup ils 

pursue the courses without conscious aim. If the out

line calls for six weeks on a certain classic, then 

six weeks it must have,- even though three fourths of the 

members of the class have read and fairly digested it in 

the eighth grade. Because , in the light of the English 

teacher's interpretation, the course of study demands it, 

every line of Silas Marner must be subjected to a rigid 
sligHt 

scrutiny and the closest analysis. But mention is made 

of the literature of America or of Kansas today. No time 

can be sparec^for developing proficiency in ordinary bus

iness correspondence, or for acquiring a kind of ability 

in.ithe use of English that would make a boy worth some

thing in the town newspaper office. 

Because the course of study seems to demand it, 

the Botany teacher, who,perhaps, could not ,herself, re-
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late her book knowledge to rea|: growing crops and their 

care, insists that the boy commit to memory from a book 

the habits and life history of Oedogonium,Ectocarpus, and 

Polysiphonia,: and that he draw with accuracy and skill 

pictures representing what he has not seen and which he 

has not been taught to seek intelligently in Nature * 

Without being encouraged or led out in any way, 

a number of intelligent farmer boys expressed a feeling 

of dissapointment regarding the botany courses. They 

had expected a more practical kind,-something more close

ly related to their farm experiences and which would make 

them better farmers. 

The American high school has not kept pace with 

American industrial and agricultural life. It must recog;-

nize the social and industrial changes that have taken 

place and those that have begun to take place. It must • 
recognize 
4the fact.that its function is np longer solely the prep-

ation of young people for college and ultimately for the 

professions. It must aim , as well , at making better 

artisans, better business men, better farmers. 

Universal adoption of vocational courses is 

needed. That better work will be done in those courses 

by a large percentage of motor minded pupils than is being 

done by those pupils in the traditional courses is evidenced 



by the situation described in Part II of this report. 

Vocational guidance is needed. The boy who 

has no aim whatever, no goal towards which to strive, 

is not likely to remain in school to graduate. Neither 

does he have a sufficient guidance in the selection of 

subjects while he remains. His situation in this re

gard is illustrated by Nilliam D.Lewis's account of the 

boy who on his first day" in high school chose Latin 

instead of French or German because his chum,"Red" chose 

Latin. 

A very large percentage of the boys eliminated 

from high school leave with a record of failures. But 

why do they fail ? Van Denburg, at the conclusion of 

his investigation in the New York City high schools, 

made the statement "At least 75 % of the pupils entering 

high school have the native^ability to graduate if they 

choose " The writer from his own less extensive 

investigation is inclined to agree with him in this opin

ion. A number of the boys interviewed and who had 

failed in more than 50 % of their high school work were 

found to be boys of even more than average ability and 

intelligence when judged on a basis of efficiency in 

every-day life. They were impatient to get into the 

work of the world, saw nothing in the high school that 

would help them to make a better living, rebelled at 
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spending several hours a day for four years in the study 
f 

of subjects in which they wepe not interested,.failed in t 

these subjects and left school. 

Again, a large percentage fail because the high 

school is to so great an extent a place for recitations, 

tests,etc., while the main part of the studying must be 

done at home. It was not unusual for a boy when inter

viewed to make substantially the following statement,"You 

see, in the high school, we had to do most of ouh studying 

at home and I couldn't do much of that. Oh,I'd study a 

little, but.I didn't stay at home and study every night 

like a fellow has to do if he gets through in high school'.' 

In many homes the atmosphere is not conducive to 

study. The high school program be planned so that 

all the work can be done at the school,-even though it 

involve an eight.-hour 'or-.a ..n-ino h o'ufN day. The eternal 

problem of getting the pupils to do their home work will 

then be eliminated. No more work will be assigned'.than 

can be done in the regular day. Pupils and teachers, 

just as people of other occupations, may go home at the 

close of the day's work feeling that their evenings! are 

their own to use for whatever form of work or play they 

desire. Especially during the adolescent age is re-

creation a necessity. Any system that neglects to pro

vide for such recreation and for evenings free for socicJL 



intercourse neglects to take into account a very impor

tant principle of social psychology . 

Just as it i's bad busihessgmanagement to attempt 

to dragc one hundred boys through four years of courses 

in which not more than fifteen are interested and by which 

not more than thirty are materially benefitted, so, it is 

bad psychology to expect the one hundred pupils ,only 

fifteen of whom have a definite aim and expect a definite 

economical return from the time and effort , 
Co inc. 

to them, -tedious work of study, to re turn to school next 

day with lessons prepared and eager to recite, 

A high school that carries on activities con

nected with the community life during a reasonable work

ing day, that alternates mental and motor activities, that 

makes its pupils more intelligent concerning the facts of 

present clay'life and able to secure a better living in the 

occupations of their community, will attract every normal 

boy in that community, and if hid economic situation will 

wltt at all permit, it will hold him until he has completed 

the course he desires to master. If that course extends 

through four years and gives full value for the time spent, 

the boy and the community will be well served. If the 

course desired can be gi\ren in one or two years and the boy 

is equipped for efficient work in his chosen occupation, 



the boy and the community are no less well served. 

Such a high school is bound to come, we are 

awakening to the situation,-layman as well as teacher." 

If our high schools are truly democratic, truly for call 

the people, they must offer courses for all. "'lien the 

high school offers courses preparing,not for the college 
' a? 

alone ot for the professions, but for the occupations 

of the community, then r 1 If. a value,not conventional but 

economic,^te^ placed upon it, and the problem of elim

ination will 


